Homelab is a platform for the world’s best designers, master potters, artisanal potteries and innovative minds.

We search and source the globe for people and initiatives that break boundaries and push tableware, ceramics and pottery into new dimensions. Whether it is by utilizing long forgotten, traditional artistry in new modern ways, or by using materials, shapes and processes no one has ever thought of before. Our Homelab team experiments alongside these creative minds. Turning ideas, concepts and dreams into high quality collections.

Together we aim to challenge the aesthetics and role of today’s tableware. Being aware of the immensely rich heritage that has come before us and the endless realm of possibility. Offering you a selection of unique craftsmanship for every day enjoyment.
This unique Homelab collection of high-end Japanese tableware is made entirely out of previously disregarded and newly recycled ceramics. Especially designed in close collaboration with the progressive Japanese initiative Green Life 21.

Each item innovatively pays homage to the art of ceramics. Not only by elonging the life of the base material, but also by providing it with new shape and purpose. The result is eco-friendly, qualitative and rich in detail. Circular economy at its finest.

The Green Life 21 Project was born in Mino, a traditional ceramics production area in the centre of Japan. The local craftsmen started gathering used ceramics from their neighbours and begun to experiment with different production methods to give these a new life. Building on these experiments the community started working together to produce more efficiently and significantly reduce environmental impact.

This inspiring example motivated us to reach out to Green Life and help take this wonderful initiative to the next level. The result is a collaborative collection of clean lines and simple shapes, based on various Japanese dining styles. Suited for frequent use, easy washing, uncomplicated storage and most of all; an extended life. Products in which the dialogue between artist and the materials previous life shimmers through beneath the glaze. Stylishly recycled and ready to be loved once again.
OBJECT
BABYLON
20096
16x2.2cm | PT

20097
22.5x2.2cm | PT

20098
28.3x2.4cm | PT
OBJECT BABYLON

20109  16x2cm | PT

20110  22.5x2.6cm | PT

20111  28.3x2.7cm | PT

20112  7.8x4.2cm | PT

20113  12.6x6cm | PT

20114  15x7.7cm | PT

20115  16.2x3.5cm | PT

20116  22x5.6cm | PT

20118  28x10.5cm | PT

20117  23x9.4cm | PT

20119  35x4cm | PT
MONTE NEGRO
VINTAGE
COFFEE & TEA

18102
8cm | Ball
Hors D’oeuvre Pin

18103
8cm | Ring
Hors D’oeuvre Pin

18104
8cm | Round
Hors D’oeuvre Pin

18105
8cm | Square
Hors D’oeuvre Pin
VINTAGE | TEA CADDY SPOON

18176
5x8cm
A Silver Plated

18177
4.5x9cm
B Silver Plated

18178
4x8cm
Vein

18179
3.5x8cm
Sri Lanka

18180
4.5x9.5cm
Oak

18181
4x8cm
Shell Work

18182
3.5x7cm
Dust Pan

18183
4x8.5cm
Round

18184
4x10.4cm
Ladle

18187
4x9cm
Teapot

18185
3.6x9cm
King of Tea

18188
3.5x13cm
Tea Flower

18175
3.5x11.2cm
Lasserre

18186
4.5x9cm
Tea Heart
18161
5x8cm
Spoon A

18162
4.5x8cm
Spoon B

18163
4x8cm
Vein

18164
3.5x8cm
Sri Lanka

18166
4.5x9.5cm
Oak

18167
4x8cm
Shell Work

18168
3.5x7cm
Dust Pan

18169
4x8.5cm
Round

18170
4x10.4cm
Ladle

18165
3.5x9.5cm
Tea Leaf

18171
3.6x9cm
King of Tea

18172
3.5x13cm
Tea Flower

18173
4x7.9cm
Tea Sakura

18174
4x7.9cm
Tea Gozame
18016 530ml Shaker Tin Short Normal
18017 850ml Shaker Tin Normal
18020 473ml Pint Glass for Boston Shaker
18018 530ml Short Weighted
18019 850ml Weighted
18022 400ml Mixing Glass
18013 15/30ml Measure Cup
18014 30/45ml Measure Cup
18015 30/50ml Measure Cup
18007
850ml & 530ml
Boston Shaker

18008
850ml & 473ml
Boston Shaker set with glass body

18021
Cocktail Strainer

18010
350ml
Cocktail Shaker

18011
530ml
Cocktail Shaker

18012
750ml
Cocktail Shaker

18023
23.8cm
Bar Spoon S

18024
31.8cm
Bar Spoon L

18100
530ml
S.S. Cocktail Shaker

18101
750ml
S.S. Cocktail Shaker
VINTAGE CUTLERY
18072
21.3cm
Dinner Knife

18073
18.6cm
Dinner Fork

18074
18.4cm
Dinner Spoon

18075
14.5cm
Bouillon Spoon

18076
13.2cm
Tea Spoon

18077
13.5cm
Cake Fork

18078
11.9cm
Coffee Spoon

18079
15cm
Butter Spreader

18080
20cm
Soda Spoon
18053
23.5cm
Dinner Knife

18054
19.5cm
Dinner Fork

18055
19.5cm
Dinner Spoon

18056
18cm
Dessert Knife

18057
15cm
Dessert Fork

18058
15cm
Dessert Spoon

18059
13.5cm
Tea Spoon

18060
12cm
Coffee Spoon

18061
22.5cm
Parfait Spoon
18091
23.5cm
Dinner Knife

18092
19.5cm
Dinner Fork

18093
19.5cm
Dinner Spoon

18094
18cm
Dessert Knife

18095
15cm
Dessert Fork

18096
15cm
Dessert Spoon

18097
13cm
Tea Spoon

18098
12cm
Coffee Spoon

18099
22.5cm
Parfait Spoon
18081  22.2cm  Dinner Knife
18082  18.7cm  Dinner Fork
18083  18.5cm  Dinner Spoon
18084  15.2cm  Bouillon Spoon
18085  13.3cm  Tea Spoon
18086  13.8cm  Cake Fork
18087  13cm  Ice Cream Spoon
18088  15.5cm  Butter Spreader
18089  11.8cm  Coffee Spoon
18090  22.5cm  Long Iced Tea Spoon
18189  21cm
    Shovel Knife

18190  18.5cm
    Shovel Fork LL

18191  17.5cm
    Shovel Fork L

18192  14.3cm
    Shovel Fork M

18193  11.5cm
    Shovel Fork S
18194
18.5cm
Shovel Spoon LL

18195
17.5cm
Shovel Spoon L

18196
14.3cm
Shovel Spoon M

18197
11.2cm
Shovel Spoon S
VINTAGE TRAYS & PLATES

18025
97mm Small Tray

18026
118mm Small Tray

18027
18x8.7cm Oval Cash Tray S

18028
23x9.7cm Oval Cash Tray L

18043
205mm Cafe Plate A

18044
232mm Cafe Plate B

18045
265mm Cafe Plate C
18038  
196mm

18039  
268mm

18040  
355mm

18041  
460mm

18042  
560mm

VINTAGE | OVAL PLATES
VINTAGE | SERVING TRAYS & PLATES

18029
26cm
Round Serving Tray

18030
31cm
Round Serving Tray

18031
36cm
Round Serving Tray

18032
165mm
Round Plate

18033
195mm
Round Plate

18034
213mm
Round Plate

18035
230mm
Round Plate

18036
255mm
Round Plate

18037
302mm
Round Plate
18046
18cm Pealla Pan

18047
20cm Pealla Pan

18048
22cm Pealla Pan

18049
24cm Pealla Pan

18050
26cm Pealla Pan

18051
28cm Pealla Pan

18052
30cm Pealla Pan